Underwater sounds provide essential information for marine researchers to study sea mammals. During long-term studies large amounts of sound signals are being recorded using hydrophones. To facilitate the time consuming process of manually evaluating the recorded data, computational systems are often employed. Recent approaches utilize Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to analyze spectrograms extracted from the audio signal. In this paper we explore the potential of relevance analysis to enhance the performance of existing CNN approaches. For this purpose, we present a fusion system that utilizes intermediate outputs of three state of the art CNNs, which are fine tuned to recognize whale sounds in spectrograms. Hereby we use Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) to asses the relevance of each feature within the obtained representations. Based on those relevance values, we create novel masking algorithms to extract significant subsets of respective representations. These subsets are used to train an ensemble of classification systems that are serving as input for the final fusion step. We observe that a classification system can benefit from the inclusion of Relevance-based Feature Masking in terms of improved performance and reduced input dimensionality. The presented work is part of the INTERSPEECH 2019 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge.
Introduction
The application of passive acoustic methods to observe marine mammals has been of interest to researches for over three decades [1] . To this end, underwater microphones called hydrophones are often employed to acquire increasingly large datasets containing sound samples from vocally active marine species. The resulting audio recordings serve a variety of purposes, including tasks like species-identification [2, 3] , localization-tracking [4, 5] , behaviour-analysis [6, 7] or population monitoring [8] . In the past, these tasks were usually performed by small groups of experts through manual analysis of the audio recordings. However, due to the increasing size of the collected acoustic databases, this process is becoming more and more time consuming [3] . Additionally, the manual inspection can lead to inconsistencies based on the experience and fatigue of the analysts [8] . In order to facilitate this process, the application of automatic classification systems, which are able to detect specific relevant patterns in the data, has been growing in popularity [3] . Examples for this include the calculation of spectrogram correlation values [9, 10] , extraction of frequency contours using edge detection algorithms and computation of * These authors contributed equally to this work pixel-based features [11] , as well as the application of a principal component analysis to derive features from the relative power of frequency bins in spectrograms [12] . Due to the recent success of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in the fields of computer vision and natural language processing, current approaches also explore the feasibility of CNN-based models for bio-acoustic classification tasks such as whale call recognition. Instead of extracting features from the spectrograms, these approaches directly use them as inputs for the CNNs. For instance, Smirnov [13] trained a custom CNN with three convolutional layers to detect whale calls in two second audio clips and achieved an Area Under under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) value of 0.976 on the dataset provided in the Marinexplore and Cornell University Whale Detection Challenge 1 . Using the same dataset, Ibrahim and colleagues [14] proposed a hybrid system which combines a CNN with a dictionary learning approach, to achieve a detection rate of 92.37%. Instead of creating new networks, Wang et al. [15] compared the performance of four established CNN model architectures (VGGnet, Inception, Xception and Densenet) on the open-source WhaleFM dataset 2 . In their approach they trained each model to detect the target whale call classes and achieved accuracies of up to 84.4%. Similarly, Zhang et al. [16] applied transfer learning methods to fine-tune pretrained models for whale call classification. In order to capture the characteristics of whale sounds with varying durations, they used three windows with different time scales and calculated feature maps with 1D convolutional layers, which were then combined into a 3-channel feature representation and fed into both networks. Using this approach they were able to distinguish two species of whales in the WhaleFM dataset 2 with an accuracy of 99.7%. In general, CNNs are aiming to overcome the limitations of handcrafted features by directly learning suitable representations from raw data. However, the ability to handle raw data input with high accuracy comes with several challenges to be considered: First of all, large amounts of annotated data are necessary to train a Convolutional Neural Network from scratch, as the absence of handcrafted features requires additional abstraction layers to be automatically learned by the network. This behaviour initially hampers their application in niche topics with relatively small datasets available, but can be overcome by utilizing models that have initially been pretrained on larger data collections. Consequently we are deploying several pretrained CNNs for our experiments which we fine-tune to recognize whale characteristics in spectrograms.
A second drawback, that is common to all deep learning structures, is their inherent complexity and the resulting opaqueness in decision making. In recent years the need to bet-ter understand the decision process of neural networks has become an increasingly pressing problem. As a consequence the research field of Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [17] has reemerged and gained growing attention ever since. Explanation approaches like deep Taylor decomposition aim to identify the parts of an input which were relevant for the decision of a model. An example of such an explanation can be seen in Figure 1 . The left image shows the spectrogram of a whale sound recorded with a hydrophone, while the picture on the right side visualizes the according deep Taylor decomposition. This visualization clearly shows that the network has learned to localize the relevant whale patterns even though they are superimposed by noise. Such XAI algorithms have already proven to be helpful for humans to understand the decisions of various machine learning models [18, 19] . Our goal is to transfer these insights into the classification system itself and translate this increased understanding into enhanced recognition accuracy. To this end we use deep Taylor decomposition to asses the relevance of features extracted by several pre-trained CNNs, fine-tuned to recognize orca sounds in spectrograms. Based on those relevance values, we create novel masking algorithms to extract significant subsets of respective representations. These subsets are used to train an ensemble of classification systems that are serving as input for a final fusion step.
In the following we test our approach within the IN-TERSPEECH Computational Paralinguistic Challenge (ComParE) [20] . The goal of this challenge is it to build an automatic system that detects the presence of orca whales in hydrophone recordings.
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Deep Taylor decomposi�on
whale sounds embedded in noise extracted whale sounds Figure 1 : Deep Taylor decomposition of an orca whale sample using an image processing CNN (Inception V3). The left image shows the original input to the network while the picture on the right highlights the areas that are relevant for the networks decision.
Methodology
The following section provides an overview of our multi-level classification process (as illustrated in Figure 2 ) before describing the utilized components in detail.
Architecture
The first step in our classification system is based on spectrograms of the audio input data. Here, we use CNNs to learn suitable representations of any given sample -more specifically, the output of the last convolutional layer is used as a representative feature vector for further processing. In order to improve results with the limited amount of annotated training data available, we deploy pre-trained state-of-the-art CNNs, which we fine-tune to our problem. Next, the extracted representations are used to train fully connected neural networks with one hidden layer consisting of 256 neurons to detect the target classes (orca sounds versus noise). Those models are hereinafter referred to as base-models. At this point we introduce explainable artificial intelligence into the recognition architecture: XAI methods are applied to the base-models in order to assess the relevance of each input feature for classification results. After this intermediate analysis step, we train the final classification networks. Hereby, the calculated relevance values are used to generate masking layers within the networks, that automatically select interesting subsets of our initial feature representations. The process up to this point is depicted in Figure 2 and aims to force the newly trained networks to focus on specific parts of the input and therefore to learn differing patterns from the base models.
To take advantage of the different emphases of our models we fuse our trained models in two ways. First we conduct an intermediate feature fusion by training additional dense classification networks with one hidden layer consisting of 256 neurons on the concatenated features of all three feature extraction networks for each masking algorithm. Furthermore, we create a classification system for each combination of our different models using an average vote, where we base the decision of the whole system on the average confidence of all involved models. In this way we can find out which models complement each other the most.
Feature Extraction
Based on a broad evaluation of various CNN architectures for audio event detection carried out by Hershey et al. [21] , we chose the following three convolutional neural network architectures to extract suitable feature representations for detecting the presence of orca whales in an audio file.
The VGGish model by Hershey et al. [21] is a variation of the original VGG image recognition model [22] that is specifically adapted to recognize sound scenes from spectrograms. The network is pretrained on the audio set data collection [23] a large scale dataset which is labeled with respect to 623 different audio events. Mel-spectrograms are used as inputs for the network.
The Inception V3 network [24] is a popular choice for image recognition tasks. Hershey et al. [21] found that this particular architecture also yields top performance on the task of audio event detection, with respect to a limited amount of training time. As input we opted for power spectrograms instead of the Mel-spectrograms utilized in VGGish, since the mel scale, which has been designed with the the psychoacoustic perception of human listeners in mind, highly compresses information in higher frequency bands.
The third model we used for feature extraction is the InceptionResNet V2 model by Szegedy et al. [25] . This architecture is a combination of the previously described Inception Network and the ResNet architecture, which was found to achieve the best overall performance for sound event detection by Hershey et al. [21] , at the cost of prolonged training duration. Here we are using the same input as for the Inception model.
Deep Taylor decomposition
To identify the extracted features that were especially relevant for our classification models we use an XAI method called deep Taylor decomposition which was initially introduced by Montavon et al. [26] to increase the interpretability of a classifier by highlighting the relevance of each input pixel in a heat map (see Figure 1 ). To this end deep Taylor decomposition assigns a relevance value Ri to each neuron of a neural network by performing a relevance propagation. This propagation starts at the output layer, where the relevance of the prediction we want to analyze is defined as the activation of the respective neuron. The relevance of this output neuron is then successively propagated backwards to each previous layer. During this relevance propagation a Taylor approximation is used to determine how relevant a neuron x Assuming such a function is found, for example through previous relevance propagation steps, one can decompose it using the Taylor series
with Taylor residual ε and base point x l which is chosen depending on x 
Relevance-based Feature Masking
Based on the relevance values generated by the deep Taylor decomposition we use two different masking algorithms to extract interesting subsets of the learned representations. The first algorithm calculates the average relevance of each feature over the whole dataset. Those relevance values are then used to create a binary mask that sets all features but the n most relevant values to zero. By multiplying this mask with the input featurevector we are eliminating the influence of all non-relevant features, when training a model. Since this is equivalent to a form of feature selection mechanism, which reduces the amount of utilized features, we refer to this approach as minimal masking. For our experiments we fixed n to be 512 which equals the number of features extracted by VGGish and therefore ensures that the intermediate feature fusion network trained on features from all three feature extraction networks is not distorted in favor of the larger feature sets of ResNetInc and Inception. The second masking algorithm dynamically generates a new mask for each sample by nullifying all features that have a higher than average relevance value. This forces the attention of a newly trained model to features which the original classification network has not considered as relevant. Hence we refer to this approach as negative masking.
Dataset
We run all our experiments on a collection of hydrophone recordings from the DeepAL Fieldwork Data, which where provided within the scope of the INTERSPEECH 2019 Computational Paralinguistics Orca Activity Sub-Challenge. All data was recorded with an array of four hydrophones and is available as either four-or mono-channel wav files. The data is predivided into three different sets for training, development and testing. Each set consists of small audio clips that are labeled with respect to the presence of an orca in a given recording. In all our experiments we use the training set to train our classifiers and the development set for evaluation. To increase the available amount of training data we split each four-channelwav into four mono-channel files. However, for evaluation purposes we rely on the mono-channel files that were already provided. Overall 19364 samples (~6:30h) of data are used for training and 3515 (~1:10h) for evaluation. For details please refer to [20] .
Summary of Results and Discussion
In the following we present the results of our conducted experiments on the task of orca detection with the aforementioned variations of our Relevance-based Feature Masking (RBFM) approach. Performance will be reported with respect to the Area Under under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC). To compensate for the underrepresentation of orca samples in the training data, we employ a weighted loss function in all cases during the training of our models. Table 2 lists the performances of our base-models, which are trained on the learned feature representations, as well as the feature fusion models, trained on a concatenated feature vector of those base-models only. Results are broken down according to the utilized selection masks. Selecting the most relevant subset of features (minimal masking) to train a new model does not considerably impact classification performance while greatly reducing the number of used features. Whenever we are forcing the model to focus on less relevant parts of a feature set (negative masking), we observe a small decrease in classification performance. The fact that the absence of the most relevant features leads to a worsened classification performance substantiates the relevance of features found by minimal masking. However, we will see that features found by negative masking contribute useful information to the fusion process. Table 2 : AUC performance on the development set for all the base-models and the trained feature fusion using no-, minimal-, and negative-masking versions of those base-models only. Table 1 shows the summarized ranking of all our decisionlevel fusion experiments with respect to the inclusion of contributing models. The classification performance ranges from an AUC of 0.8717 for our weakest decision level fusion model to 0.9194 for the best performing model.
Model
As expected, the weakest models are the ones that are only using the negatively masked features for training. Furthermore, the isolated and non-fused base-models are placed in the lower third of the scale. The top five models all include models trained on (1) the full representations extracted by VGGish, (2) the less relevant parts of those features and (3) the minimal feature fusion of all extracted representations. Either combination of the extracted features from ResNetInc and Inception, as well as the less relevant parts of those features are also contributing to the best performing models. In conclusion, the ranking reveals that both masking variants are included within the top five systems. This shows that while our masking approaches are not necessarily improving the performance of a single model, they indeed add additional value to an overall fusion approach. 
Conclusion
In this work we have shown the potential of Explainable Artificial Intelligence approaches to enhance the performance of neural network classification. We have introduced novel Relevance-based Feature Masking algorithms that substantially improved performance over our base-models for the task of detecting whales in an audio signal. To put our results into perspective, we compare our best performing approach, as reported in Table 1 , against the baseline of the 2019 ComParE challenge (Table 3 ). This year's baseline [20] comprises three different classification systems as well as a fusion of all three systems.
Comparison of results shows that our RBFM Fusion approach outperforms all baseline approaches on the development-as well as on the test-set. For future work it might prove beneficial to investigate the generalization capabilities of our approach for other classification problems.
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